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This paper was written in 19381939..afnce that time several

changes have taken place on Cape Cord which have had thiortant effects

on its forests would call attention to five matters in particular

Interestingly enough Social Security and Unemployment insurance

have largely replaced the fighting of set forest fires as an off

seasQn source of income

The development by Charles Cherry of the State Department of

Forestry of the so-called land battLeship or heavily reinforced

tanker fire truck which is able to strike off through the woods

to the head of fires has revolutionized fire fighting technique

Back-firing and the box of matches are rarely heard of now

Cooperation between town fire departments has replaced the

former trick of heading off the fire so that it will burn in the next

town and local fighters return home It is now realized that ALL

fires are of local importance even while they are in the next town

The growth of the Cape with its new developments has cut our

forest areas into very small pieces Equipment can now reach

most fires quickly on paved roads Often there are even fire plugs

nearby

Aeroplane spraying has practically eliminated the gypsy moth

which formerly had raised havoc with the oaks in particular This

spraying has eithcr eliminated or reduced
sevcrcl

other pests

Including tho nne lccpcr
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The writer is indebted to Cline now Director of Harvard

Forest for his role in the initiation of this study and for his

encouragement criticism and material contribution in providing

stenographic assistance The writer is also indebted to most of the

librarians of the towns of Cape Cod and to Miss Helen Shattuck
librarian of the University of Vermont and her assistants for many
courtesies also to the memory and interest of George Morse
Wareham Massachusetts and to score of friends and acquaintances
on Cape Cod for information and assistance
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PART

Purpose of the Study

If one is to understand fully the extent of any natural process he

must first know something of its beginnings The process of the forest

deterioration on Cape Cod has covered so great period of time that

it is now surrounded by haze of conjecture and opinion The present

study has ha as its purpose clearing of the historical background in

order to determine not only the extent of the vegetational changes which

have occurred as result of the influence of man but the nature of the

phenomena which have brought about these changes It Is the hope of the

writer that this information rid only will stimulate and facilitate coordi

nated program of biological research within the area under discussion

but that it may help to destroy that apathy toward destruction of resource

which breeds upon lack of understanding both of the motivation behind

social action and of the effect of the loss of such resource upon the

entire social structure

Method

No one of the early journalists of Cape Cod has left us with really

satisfactory description of the forests of this ama as thDy existed pmir

settlement by the Pilgrims Murocvc m\ bc LnJ

of later diarLH rc1 1i1 Lit CdV sici often indirect mention of

Cod as used in the present paper refers not

to liamnstablo County Mass but to that portion of south-



of the land its resources and their utilization From the begim-Ling of

the eighteenth century until the middle of the nineteenth Cape Cod

and in particular Barnstable County might almost have been described

as huge home port for ships place where men of the sea kept their

families Most of the industries that operated upon the land were

auxiliary to the àetivities of men who drew upon the resources of the

sea or the lands beyond the sea The sea dominated the thoughts of

these people and their later historians Finally many of the older

records of Cape Cd have been lost through fire

Because of the nature of the circumstances the method used by

the writer has of necessity been somewhat analogous to that of the

anthropologist who finding few bones reconstructs out of clay

prehistoric creature The line of reasoning behind major reconstructions

of this sort will be found in the text

The almost insular natur of Barnstable County has enabled the

writer to draw much information relative to the forct indirectly from

other activities of its people The same method could not he used so

successfully for th Plymouth area of Cape Cod because of the greater

hZ1umieo ncUoininq lands arid because its boundaties are of an

nL Lhn yJitc-1 t. Trrn.Lmcnt of the latter area

must therefore be somewhat less complete than that of Barnstable Count

eastern Plymouth County Mass which is includod in the

original 1804 Plymouth quadrangle of the Geological

Survey series The common geological and historical back

grounds of these areas make them an ecological unit



Physioqraphy of the Area

casual observer on Cape Cod easily becomes sand conscious

Because of thi3 fact there has been popular tendency to oversimplify

both the geQloica1 and the vegetative history of the area brief review

of the more important physiographic features of Cape Cod seems therefore

to be desirable

Cape Cod rests upon series of sand gravel and clay beds dating

back to Tertiary time and laid down in the usual manner upon the bed of

the ocean Shaler 1897 has concluded that these Tertiary deposits rise

to considerable height above sea level from Buzzards Bay eastward through

the towns of Bourne Sandwich Falmouth and Mashpee

Over the finer depositions of Tertiary and early quaternary time

great mass of glacial debris was later deposited These deposits were

many and the materials dropped varied greatly in texture In general

however the clay content diminbiied in tho more recent depositions in favor

of sand gravel and scattering of boulders

Erosion since glacial time has proceeded in very uneven fashion

over the surface of Cape Cod so that the materials exposed today represent

very broad cross-section with respect both to texture and to time of

deposition Latimer Maxoi nirici iiith 1024 called attcntici to the presenc

cf Ii in Lilcir statement In nearly all areas of

.ounty the surface soils are slightly heavier in textures than

Foi Bird information ti iconr qcc1om of Cnni

Cod see $liaier 1SJ and OLiWOI ijflO Ii
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the subsoils the only exception to this is found in the southern part

of Barnstahle County where heavy layer of stratified sediments comes

near enough to the surface to forth the subsoil Brick works have operated

over great period of time in Sandwich deriving their materials from the

clay layer that outcrops along the north base of the Barnstable Moraine

mentioned below

Several features mark the present surface area of Cape Cod FiVe

miles southeast of the town of Plymouth Manomet Hill rising to height

of 350 feet forms the north end of long ridge that extends in broken

fashion directly south to Cape Cod Canal then continues uninterruptedly

to the village of Woods Hole and out to sea in curved line to form the

Elizabeth Islands Shaler calls this ridge the Plymouth Moraine

At Bourne another such ridge known as the Barnstable Moraine

breaks off at right angle and follows the curved line of the north shore

eastward tb tile sea at Orlcan3

In the Plymouth area extending across the north end of Myles

Standish State Forest is still thlrJ and unnamcd hoight of land

All of these high points are notable for the coarseness of their

surface materials groat boulders being of frequent occurrence see

Figure

second feature of the surface of Cape Cod is the presence of

great number of lakes ponds and dry depressions many of which have the

appearance of huge irregular pot holes Most of these surface depressions

occur in hit or miss fashion across the landscape but great number of



them are members of series of chains each of which upon close study

is seen to follow the course of an ancient valley The levels of the ponds

vary relatively little though they drop gradually as the sea is approached

Depressions whose bases are more than 100 feet above sea level in the

Plymouth area and 60 feet in Barnstable County are usually dry thus

indicating the absence of heavy soil materials above these elevations

This absence of heavy soil materials results also in scarcity

surface drainage on lands whose elevation is about 60 to 100 feet This

SI
in country of approximately 45 inches of rainfall

Most of the Provincetown fist and large areas in Barnstable

County along tIle rims of Cape Cod Bay and Nantucket Sound are composed

of materials depositd by ocean currents and winds during recent post

glacial time This material is very uniform coarse and sterile sand



Part

The Original Forests on Cape Cod

While none of the diaries and records of early explorers and settlers

has contained an entirely satisfactory description of the early forests of

Cape Cod these writings do contain invaluable clues which permit

considerable amount of interpretation When these records have been

consolidated and carefully interpreted one is left with reasonably accuratc

picture of these forests at the time of the Pilgrim landing

Provincetown Harbor was known to men of the sea long before the

Pilgrims came to its shore Early explorers of the North Atlantic Coast

who sought respite from the violent storms of the area or who were

caught in the cul-de-sac which is Cape Cod Bay were unable to avoid

close acquaint4nce with it Early descriptions and references to Cape

Cod refer in particular to the wind-swept fist of land surrounding

Provincetown Harbor land in the process of creation out of the depositions

of off-shore currents and the action of winds

We can understand therefore Captain Yohn Smiths 1616 dismissal

of Cape Cod as only headland of high hills of sand overgrown with

shrubby pines hurtk5 and such trash but an oxcellont harbor for all

weathers Champlain was even briefer Ho wrote .. which we named

Cape Blanc because they were sands and dunes which appeared thus

Iw cin exp3 .c\vinçj dccriL cifle.i tL

early Pilgrim diary known as Mourts Relation Bradford and Winslow

At the time of the landing of the Pilgrims at Provincetown these authors
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wrote The ground or earth sandhills much like the downs of Holland

but much better the crust of the earth spits spade depth excellent

black earth all wooded with oaks pines sassafras juniper Chamaecy

ris birch holly vines some ash walnut Hicoria The wood for the

most part open and without underwood fit either to go or ride in

The qualifcation or the most part was carefully considered since

bit later in their journal the authors tell of struggles with boughes and

bushes which tore our very armour to pieces

When this group landed at Plymouth these same journalists described

the vegetation of that spot in almost identical language They changed their

list of trees only to the extent of adding beech

Another reference to the early vegetation of the outer Cape area is

found in Archers 1602 account of Gosnolds settlement at Cuttyhunk

Gosnold made temporary landing in the neighborhood of Nauset Harbor

in the town of Eastham Archr int The Captain nt ashoro and

found the grouad to ho full of pease strawberries whortleberries the

firewood there by us taken was cypress Chamaecyparis birch witch

hazel and beech-

close scrutiny of those and other early records forces one to con

clude that all of these records are accurate in limited rather than in

general sense The ikcord of the wanderings of the early Pilgrim exploring

pirty iY-cLi indicates clearly wide variety of vegetative CLVC2

i/ LL
nlLy David .1horoau ni outstanding studcnt of plant life

after careful observation oi coudilions in the town of Truro and Provincetown

in 1O had tii uil -vinci coi vricn with innoL 1criptton



of the original forest which is quoted from Mourt Relation above Not

withstanding the great changes whic3i have taken place in these respects

cannot but think that we must make some allowances for the greeness of

the Pilrims in these matters which caused them to see green We do not

believe that the trees were large or that the soil was deep here They

naturally exaggerated the fairness and attractiveness of the land for they

were glad to get to any land at all alter that anxious voyage Everything

appeared to them of the color of the roses and had the scent of juniper

and sassafras..

hen the Pilgrim got to Plymouth their reporter says again

The land for the crust of the earth is spits depth that would seem

to their recipe for an earths crust excellent black moult and fat in

some places However according to Bradford himself whom some

consider the author of part of Mourt Relation they who came over in the

Fortune the next year were somewhat daunted when they came into the

harbor of Cape Cod and thar vv nctMng hut naked and barren place

riley soon found out thoir mistake with respect to the goodness of the

Plymouth soil

stttclnents has been furnished by Thomas Morton 1637 Morton was

trader an opportunist who accepted the world as he found it who ranged

widely and was able to mix freely with the Indians because he accerted

without prejudice their manner and customs and because he used as barter

Llie articico in grottcGt doniuid by the Indians namoly guns bullets and

whro neccrsary ihinor



Morton has given las series of word pictures of these Indians and their

customs that are priceless contribution to the early literature of south

eastern Massachusetts In the following statement he makes the greatest

single contribution of any early writer to the clarification of the original

forest conditions on Cape Cod The Savages are accustomed to set fire

of the country in all places where they come and to burn it twice yeare

vixe at the Spring and at the fall of the leafe The reason that moves them

to do so is because it would be otherwise so overgrown with underweedes

that it would be all eopice wood and the people could not be able in any

wise to passe thru the country out of beaten path. The burning of the

grasse destroys the underwoods and so scorcheth the elder trees that it

shrinks them and hinders their growth very much So that hee that will

look to find large trees and good tymber must not depend upon the help of

wooden prospect to find them on the upland ground but must seek for them

in the .lower grounds wli3re the groundo are wett when the country is ird

For when the fire is once kindled it dilates and spreads itcoif against as

with the wiu4s burning continually night and day until shower of rain falls

to quench it And this custom of firing the country is the means to make it

passsble and by that means the trees grow here and there in our parks

DwLiilt lEfl.1 The grounds which were covered

with oak chestnut etc or with pitch pines were selected for this purpose

because they alone were in ordinary years sufficiently dry The purpose

of this burning was not merely to make the country more passable but

doubtlessly to produce an ever new and tender growth of hardwood sprouts
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and to prevent the shading out of grass in order to maintain the food supply

of deer as several writers including Dwight have pointed out Forest

dpstruction was not necessary for this purpose The burning operation was

carried out by the Indians in early spring and late fall and in so far as

possible against the wind in order to prevent such catastrophe

These contributions therefore leave little room for controversy in

so far as the general picture is concerned Other references made later

in the present paper will tend to corroborate the descriptions which follow

immediately

On the elevations above 100 feet note Mortons reference to wooden

prospect there was revealed to the Pilgrim group an expanse of open park-

like forest the floor of which was fairly well carpeted with coarse grasses

Much of this forest was almost pure pitch pine Pinus riqida Mill althoug

between one hundredi and two hundred feet elevation were numerous stands

of nearly pure oak Frequent burning prevented the development of shrubby

vegetation On the floor of the pitch pine stands in particular these

shrubs awaited only neglect of annual burning to become real detriment

to travel Morton 1637

As the early explorer dropped down to approximately 100 feet elevation

Ciiiii L. ceh cnis americana

Sweet oppoarod itì the stu.a .L ch .t md rd maple

became more numerous White pine also became an important factor in

l.h stand Pitch pinq was still prcscnt in stands of this ehnracter Trees

of all species wore taller and of bettor form than those found on the highor

elevations These stands wore subject to frequent burning but fires wore
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less intense than in stands on higher sites because heavier foliage and

somewhat finer soils resulted in cooler moister forest floor Less

grass but more small shrubs and vines were present in the understory

It is possible that grape Vitis spp the abundance of which is frequently

mentioned by early explorers began to appear at this elevation Also

green briar Srnilax spp

At level of approximately seventy-five feet hundreds of ponds and

lakes may he found throughout Cape Cod Springs and small streams also

make their appearance The effect of heavier soils and shallower water

table upon the forest cover was very noticeable to the early explorer

Major tree species 2uercus coccine Muench velutina

Lam alba li Prinus

Minor tree species Red maple Acer rubrum gray birch Betula

popuffiolia Marsh white pine Pinus strobus

Most important elements Heaths Vacciniuin spp Gaylussacia spp
4rctostaphylos Uva-ursi laurel Kalmia ancçustffolia

juneberry Amelanchier spp and scrub oak Q3iercus ilicifolia

Wang and marilandica Muench

iwU
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Forests below this elevation were protected from fire not only by

moister forest floor but by physiographic features such as lakes ponds

swamps streams and deeply indented arms of the ocean Here was found

the mesophytic association mentioned by Bradford and Winslow and by Archc

1602 note figures and mixture of white pine pitch pine hemlock

Tsucra canadensis CL Carr beech yellow birch Betula lutea Michx

ash Fraxinus spp hickory Hicoria spp red maple white and red oak

sour gum Nyssa sylvatica Marsh and holly flex opaca Ait made up the

dominant tree association except on sites with definitely south exposure

The latter sites were occupied by those species within the above group that

were capable of withstanding somewhat drier and warmer conditions namely

white black and scarlet oak white and pitch pine and possibly beech

The great bogs of Cape Cod were occupied by luxuriant growth of coast

white cedar Chamaecyparis thyoides CL BSP in the early seventeenth centur

Are2s clcs3 to tidovatcr shoc chacLr tvos more in the ntura of sva

were occupied by thick growth of shrubs Bradford and Winslow and

Thoreau 1886

variation in the above distribution of vegetation was created by the anti

culLural prccLicJs of the red men who had chvelt in thL area frou Lime

immemorial Since corn and certain other crops were cultivated by these

people clearings were necessary Many of these clearings were very large

in size One whose area is described at fifty acres was found by an

Oyj the rt J.ulLkt such cv in ten fist Suh1y kek and

Pt itt rtnhlc Le ccd 1ev wi Ui Ut rtsuJ

______
IjtL xeropiiilous vttLaticn was 1uttld at correiporidiiily low level

similar situation existed on the ilauset Piaizi north of Easthwa Village
whert variation in geological history Shaler 1897 had resulted in the

_________ ttflce of ow level vt nrn id nird rtv mater
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exploring party in the present town of Truro Another whose length was five

miles was found by Iohn Goodman and Peter Bourne when they became lost in

the woods behind Plymouth village Bradford and Winslow

In general these clearings were located close to the ocean or to streamt

since proximity to the water table and to supply of fish largely alewives or

crabs for fertilizer was necessary The work of clearing this land was slow

and laborious due to the primitive nature of the tools used by the aborigines

Trees were usually felled by fire after they had been killed by girdling Soils

were cultivated until their fertility waned alter which they were permitted to

lie fallow or even to become reforested Current observations indicate that

the most common old-field tree species was pitch-pine

After considering variety of factors the most important of which are

geology geocjraphy climate and aboriginal practices the writer has attempte

to summarize forest donditions as they existed in 1620 This summary may

be found in Table below

TABLE

Summary of Land Classes on Cape Cod at Time of Landing of the Pilgrims

Land ClaS Tlnrnctttnhlp county Plymouth Area Total Acre

of Land Surfacu Lar.tI Sur1

0jeti Crn Tti .ñ 8700

P1 FLFt231 2.0

corn landc

Forest area affected by 61.0 714.0 222800
burning

Ii OJThft1C rttt 32.0 16.0 .22

rrn tti\i

Coast white cedar 1.0 3.5 6ooo

Swamp and sand waste 1.5 .5 ______
Tot 11 l3Cfl 10TT1

ToLr1 Tact An it qcns 21R 730 100000 3143700
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No one is more keenly aware of the deficiencies in the data behind the

construction of this table than is the writer Until more data on early

forest conditions are discovered the writer does not feel justified in attemptt

closer break down of cover types for this period

According to this table there was present on Cape Cod at the time of

the Pilgrim anding approximately 330000 acres of Umber of saw-log size

that is timber ranging in diameter from about ten to fifty inches Approxi

mately 94000 acres of this cover was of the type known in New England as

transition forest answering closely to the descriptions found in the early

Pilgrim journals About 6000 acres of land were occupied by pure stands

of coast white cedar while approximately 230000 acres of land were occupie

by stands of tir4er that varied from pure pitch pine or mixed oak on the

higher elevations to mixtures of trees that approached the transition type

on the intermediate elevations relatively small area less than 19000

acres is estimated by the author to have fallen within the three catego.es

waste land agricultural land and forests whoso trees averaged less than

ten inches in diameter

Cape Cod Forests of Today

In the years 1917 and 1927 data were assembled by the staff of the

Massachusetts State Forester 1917 and MMS on tile forests of Plymouth

and Barn Ccwii -Th

ships into .crlcs of L-i efiuu .Lc1 -C Ut -V

plotted upon maps Those data present in fairly satisfactory manner

however general picture of forest conditions and other types of land use
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on Cape Cod at these dates

In presenting these data the writer has been forced to take some

liberties in order to make the classification for the Plymouth area and

Barnstable County as comparable as possible Certain values have been

expressed in percent of area rather than in acres in order to facilitate

comparisons and contrasts summary of these data is contained in

Table II following Detailed data for the various townships of Barnstable

County may be found in AppendixA

Although it is obviously impossible to assemble data for the two periods

1620 and 1920 on an identical basis Tables and do provide fairly

satisfactory means of ascertaining the changes which have been brought

about as the result of 300 years of the stewardsl4p of white men

Consideration of the problems created by these changes will be found

in later
seciorfs

of this study

Due to the fact that the Plymouth Qvalrangle includes not only the

Township of Plymouth but also portions of three other townships of

Plymouth County the data for the Township of Plymouth expressed in

percentage of the total land area is used as representative of the

entire portion of the quadrangle which lies within Plymouth County

There are discrepancies in certain estimates of area between the data

contained in those reports and those contained in the U.S 1J for

nearly identical period Because the repbrU Li .. 3te
contain detailed informati it rct ce cr coni ttI tI .t

not found in U.S Censur tire rc
ttsCd itt T.J.e

.1 .cpcct
wiU be taken exclusively

LLIIS unavoidable discrepancy does not greatly
CL picture of current forest conditions however
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Percent of total area exclusive of fresh water surface
and tidewater marsh

White Pine

and Oak

Oak Pitch Pine

Scrub
AgrJ cultural Res idert0

Lid
Idle Total Acreage

_____

Plymouth Area 1917

Diameter Breast- White
High Inches Pine

Less than

2-7
10

10 or more

Total

.5

.1

.3

.9

3.3
Lo

.6

.7

86

6.3
9.0
2.2

14

17.9

97U3 .9

12.6

2.2

1.1

59.8

2.8

U-

Includes pure scrub oak and sprout areas of tree species ret1y out burnci

or killed by insects

Barnstable County 1927

Diameter Breast Scrub Pitch Pine

High Inches Oak Oak

Lesi than 12.0

10

/Total

9.0
2.4

Oak Pitch Mricu.lturc1
Pine Land

1U.2

.3 12.8

53.5

26.1

5.1

.3 2.5

100.0

Total

Zand ____
.6 37.8

52.9

9.3-

____ .1-

100.0120

Cedar Residen-I11

1L2 17.7

2.2 L6
.1-

16U 22.4

13000
53500
26030
5300
2500

age

129000
22600

6o

-oo0

_____ tial

13.2

13.2lLi .2

.1-

.1-

.1

Includes pitch pine and scrub oak and pitch pine and arborescent oak

Old field type
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According to Table there existed on Cape Cod in 1920 an insignifi

cant acreage of forest containing timber of saw-log size Most of the

timber of saw-log size was not of saw-log quality The oak was gnarled

and badly damaged by gypsy moth and by disease It was almost entirely

of sprout origin The pitch pine was rarely straight enough to permit

utilization of more than short logs The quality of the white pine was low

Much of this also had been damaged by attacks of the gypsy moth Red ring

was common defett in white pine

There did remain in the 1920s latge additional area of land which

has been classified as forest 236 160 acres to be exact Of this area mor

than 182000 acres were covered with growth that was less than two inches

in diameter Of the woody species occupying these 182000 acres of land

pitch pine and scrub oak were most important Except for the areas of old

field pitch pine in Barnstable County most of this pitch pine consisted of

struggling fire-scarred srouts see Figure that gave little promiss of

anything more than mere cover for the land Very llttic th ol ii

pitch pino in fact sowed markedly greater promise since it was grow iij

on soils whose small store of fertility had been destroyed by primitive

agricultural practices

Pitch pine not orcL1 LvrLi ly rnbcd with crub c1z

Cape Cod while beneath the latter is usually found ground cover of heaths

sheep laurel bearberry and oUter small xerophious shrubs

Table also reveals the presence of approxint.tely 49000 acres of

forest on which the trees ranged in diameter front two to seven Inches
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Figure shows an average quality stand of old field pitch pine in this

diameter range Figures and show stands of pure pitch pine not of old

field origin in this diameter range while Figure shows stand of mixed

oak the autumnal appearance of which is an illusion since it has just been

stripped of its foliage by the gypsy moth In the white pine-oak mixtures

all trees have been attacked by the gypsy moth

Table shows an additional 5200 acres of forest land upon which the

timber averages eight to ten inches in diameter Most of this is either pitch

pine or oak small amount of white pine remains in the Plymouth area

White pine occurred in Barnstable County in amounts too small to record

Figure shows stand of pitch pine in this size range although conditions

of undergrowth have been disturbed

today
The picture of forest devastation on Cape Cod4s not cheerful one to

contemplate Has this destruction of natural resource been absolutely

necessary Is the current trend toward furtlor bstruction or is proe
now being made tdward forest restoration If the forces which have

brought acc tiL ci ctL LI .v.i cloterrnme by

study of their operation how they may be overcome Do forest conditions

on Cape Cod justify ny great restorative effort today If restorative

effort is found to be justified what values are uppermost today in the

determination of forest policy

These are some of the questions which well up in the mind of the

forester when such dismal picture as the above is presented It is as an

to atacr somo or all cc qu .tHv Lit thc hL which flow
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PART fl

Influence of the White Man Seventeenth Century

Land Cultivation The ferment out of which the Pilgrim fathers stepped

was by-product of great social and industrial changes taking place in

England at the turn of the Seventeenth Century The flood of modernknow

ledge had begun and even as today purposeful individuals were able to

profit by the confusion of society which resulted The Pilgrims were

village folk one segment of large population whose economic underpinning

was being rudely struck away by the fencing into sheep runs of the lands

that had been expropriated from the old baronage and the Catholic Church

by new lan.owi.ing nobility to meet the demands of revolutionized

wool textile industry Abbott 1818 Goldsmith The Deserted Village

They differed greatly from many other groups that came to America about

this time in that they had no illusions of easy wealth They were of class

accustomed to labor a1 aECcd cn fc soil an.i 7cicu to think as thoy

\V iSIlc

The interest of the Pilgrim group in the land is strikingly revealed in

the first ecstatic descriptions of the soil of Cape Cod by the authors of

Mourts Relation So little prepared in fact was the group to draw upon

the resources of the sea that there were not even fishhooks among their first

belongings Until the beginning of the eighteenth century the principal

energies of the Old Colony were cbvoted to agriculture

The colony increased rapidly in population after the first difficult winter

Li 1327 the tillable lanJ wa divtd tniong the family groups present 20 acr

Lc -i.c-h .ilnii.1\r -11 t1ti1 1ud bHtirr IFid in corniriuni.ty
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The influx of settlers which followed the changes of 1627 was very rapid

taxing the capacity of the land available for cultivation For the Pilgrims

very quickly discovered harsh fact namely that when the shore lands the

Eel River Valley and the land adjacent to Manomet Point the Carver sandy

loam of modern nomenclature had been occupied there was very little other

land suitable for cultivation in the immediate vicinity of Plymouth Village

The trend of settlthnent from this time on is shown by the recognition

about 1638 of the townships of Marshfield Duxbury Scituate Taunton

Seacunke Rehobeth Yarmouth Barnstable Sandwich and Nausett Eastham

By 1641 there were complaints about the straitness and barreness of ye

place which caused many to remove and much talk of this by others

Attempts at cultivatiQn of the sand country back of Ply-mouth had largely failed

The acreage in actual cultivation today in the Plymouth area is probably an all

time maximum or very nearly that due to the recent development of the

cranberry industry

Land cultivation attained greater import2 nc during the 17th century in

Barnstable County than in the Plymouth aiea Tjniortunately for agricultre

the judgment of the bank which left Plymouth in 1646 for better parts was

poor This group settled on the thin soils of Nausett Eastharn plains and

shortly thereafter began to encountor difficulties with that soil

Tii.ac is cf Lcurse no accurate cm cLa the ara Jy
cultivLH Li us t.2

century One method of arriving at the area under cultivation during the

17th century is divide the populaUon by five to arrive at the number of

fa niilies since earl3T records show thL to be the average family size and
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then multiply by twenty the acreage usually assigned to family Higgins 1918

shorter method is to multiply the population by four The writer has there

fore prepared table of population for the towns of Barnztable County the

early figures of which are with few exceptions purely estimates based

upon such indirect information as is available in the various towns This

table is contained in Appendix Btt

The value of the above procedure lies in the fact that it puts reasonable

limit upon speculation with regard to the extent of cultivation in the early

days When the resulting figure is compared to the total acreage in the area

one is able to visualize more clearly the relation of cultivation to the original

forests of Cape Cod Thus in 1684 Eastham with known population of

650 was cultivating approximately 2800 out of total of 45000 acres or 6% of

its actual land surface Barnstable County as whole on this basis was

cultivating about 21b00 out of total of about 243000 acres or nearly 9% of

its land surface slight additional acreage was of course cultivated the

Indian population

The small store of fertility in the Eastham soils was rapidly depleted

through cropping leaching and surface erosion The only fertilizer added to

Lbc soil was fish and c11 nitt 13-14 Wind hastened depletion on the expose

\J.ty liLLlo uiLcLiJ vU.aii .. vc Lt clLh Lc-n in

western towns of Barnstable County for the period previous to 1800 From the

observations of Kend.ll 1809 and Dwight 1822 shortly alter the turn of the

19th century however we infer that the same problems of soil deterioration

were oncountarod thouqh on ditninic1itd scale duo to the presence of

Gloucester soils and of the ciny Liycirs along the northern bnse of the Cape Cod
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moraine and in the southern part of the county often near enough to the surface

to form the subsoil Latimer 1924

Pasturing of Livestock In his Conclusions for the Plantation in New England

written about 1629 Winthrop gave as reasons for the practicability of emigration

by the Puritan

The possbiity of Breeding of Kine wch grows to greater bulke of body

in that country than with us in this Kingdome secondly of Goates wch may

easily be transported with small charge Sdly swine wch breed in great numbers

by reason of the abundance of Acornes groundnutts

These statements were founded upon reports from the Plymouth settlement

upon which were focused the eyes of all English Puritanism particularly after

the dissolution of the Parliament of 1629

The pasturing of live stock rapidly became major factor in the destruction

of the forests of Cape Cod Woods pasture management may be said to have beçp

with the burning practices of the original Indian inhabitants Livestock used was

the native deer The white man however out the livestock industry on

buzinoo3 bcun3 His only contricutiono to paotaro management techniqu nfc

Uo axe and much nc .Ltcih of fire

Beginning modestly in Plymouth with one bull and three heifers brought ovei

in 1624 this industry expanded with great rapidity In 1627 there were one cow

and two goats to six persons also total of 146 swine By 1638 cattle brought

hiçih prices and cattle breeding was considered to be very profitable Sandwich

by eLL1cino4i froni Plymouth shortly atLr 1024 and was orvuLed

as township in 1637 Cape Cod was furnishing live stock to the settlers who

were filling tlio country to the north and west
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One of the earliest sources of friction between New Englanders and the

home counfry was wool As early as the 17th century England had become

manufacturing nation whose economy demanded cheap raw materials and

command of the market for manufactured goods The Pilgrims had been

financed by group of business men who looked for profit in the above form

The policy of the mother country in supressing colonial manufacture can there

fore be understood

English textiles were high in price and money was scarce in the new colonie

With characteristic independence the colonists insisted on manufacturing their

own woolen goods Plymouth had fulling mill as early as 1655 In 1656

efforts were made by local governments throughout southern New England to

force the home manufacture of textiles Officials assessed each family for one

or more spinners Each one assessed must for 30 weeks each year spin

pound per week of lining cotton or woolen The penalty was 12d for every pound

short Weeden 1890 This represented the wool production of about to sheer

for each person assessed since wool being cheaper than cotton was most

commonly used in the rural districts In many towns ordinances were passed

for the clearing of comxnos to iriako rosin for This stems to have teen

carried out in larger sction ef the preE1t TtT1i

9jt1inyn where the -nHc vcy hit crrade of .ocl

tA final impetus to this movement

1ooign Plantations had estimated that there were 100000 sheep

In New England in 1660 Wooden 1800 From 10000 of these sheep were
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In Barnstable County In the Plymouth area sheep were pastured heavily

around the numerous ponds south of the village Herdsmen were appointed at

the town meetings

fulling mill is known to have existed in l3arnstable in 1687 Other mifis

may have operated on Cape Cod although definite records on the subject are

not available

The effect of this pasturing of the forests of the Cape must have been

profound Cattle prefer hardwood sprouts browsing coniferous seedlings only

when feed or water is scarce Favored species are ash oak and maple Sheep

and goats will browse heavily on the reproduction of all broadleaf trees and

conifers It does not take many years of intensive mixed grazing to destroy

the young growth in forest As fast as the large frees on such grazed area

are utilized for lumber and other wood products the land is reduced to waste

of weak sprouts If continued on an intensive scale mixed grazing will elimi

nate tree growth althgether On very light soilr such as are commonly fount

oi Cape Cod qnly grasses weeds and shrubs of low pab tability fally remain

where such treatment continued

Although to fliQr4 ar aiilable it is k.vii that there were fewer sheep

in the western townships of Barnstable County than those in the east In these

western townships cattle occupied the most important place among livestock

Due to the more selective tastes of cattle and to the poor distribution of water

in the western Barns1tble County which caused concentration of grazing

iii the vicinity of water holes it was doomed advisi3le by owners to burn

over the cattle range systematically in order to improve feeding conditions
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At local town meetings each year large numbers of men were appointed to

burn over the woodlands before the middle of April Attempt was made to

burn against the prevailing wind

Utilization of Wood We have emphasized the relatively minor effect upon the

forests of land cultivation during the 17th century and have shown that agri

culture made more serious demands upon the forest in the form of pasturage

Men of the soil also needed houses fuel and fences Trade in wood

products had interesting possibilities

The average house contains from 15 to 20 thousand board feet or the

equivalent of wood products Barnstable County houses ran somewhat smaller

than in the Plymouth area Otis 1888 states that log cabins were not built in

Barnstable County beyond the crude temporary structures of the first settlers

His statement to the effect that the timber was unfit for log cabins needs some

modification since excellent cedar was available in many sections of Cape Cod

Most of the houses of 17th century Barnstable County were built from local

planks which were either hand sawn or hawn from split lccj Only the wealthy

could afford frame houses and wealth was not common until the whaling fishin

and sea trading industries developed in the following century

In 1639 sawmill was established in northern Plymouth County at

H3 rillas town quickly developed into an

iu1 rW iuzibor cenLor From Scituate came practic2Uy .H Lh IIIH

the

lumber used throughouVCape Cod area Lcr lull Lhc 17th

It Is difficult even to approximate the amount of local timber used for

building structures on Cape Cod during this period In Plymouth the amount
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must have been almost negligible The thousand or so farm units in Barnstable

County in the 17th century used perhaps 30000000 board feet of material

When it is considered that much of this material came from the clearing of

fields it will be seen that the demand for building materials was factor of

relatively small
impoxtance

from the standpoint of forest devastation

Goodman Hallett pUs 1888 of Barnstable considered forty cords of wood

tp be good years fuel supply for his 17th century house Throughout the year

Goodwife Hallett maintained fire either in the great fireplace inside of the

house or Ln the outside fireplace at which she did her summer cooking and

baking On the basis of an average volume of 30 cords to the acre consumpti

of 40 corth per family and the population table in Appendix Bt it is estimate

that approximately 58 000 acres of the original forests of Barnstable County

were cut over for fuelwood during the 17th century In view of the heavy

grazing and woods burning practice in vogue at the time much of the cut-over

area must have reprofticed very poorly if at all

In the Ply-month area fuciw cod w2 vary important factor but

more difficult one to measure because of the less insular nature of this area

Data on population in this area have been less easy to secure or to estimate

As nearly as can be estimated less than one-hall as large an acreage was

affocted in the Fiyncuta arc cic.d operations as iii Barn tr.ble

County

Early continental travellers in America bemoaned

wood fuel and one posts by the colonists and predicted early dcpletioi oi the

forests Zigzag rail fences protected the cultivated fields of Cape Cod from
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the cattle sheep hogs and goats that roamed the forest except in the prox

imity of the moraines where stone walls were gradually built up Many of

those rail fences were made of split cedar and were large factor in the

depletion of the coastal white cedar in the swamp areas

Clapboards which were shipped to .England in December 1621 on the

Fortune were split by hand Hand-split shingles were also shipped from

Plymouth under the pressure of indebtedness As early as 1635 the Pilgrims

were carrying on profitable business in Europe with lumber manufactured

at their outpost on the coast of Maine Pipe staves and lumber continued to

be one of the biggest items of trade with England Spain and the Indies during

the 17th century It is doubtful that much of the lumber used in this trade camc

from Cape Cod but oak pipe staves were sawn in the small mills that

operated in the area

An occurrence which must be considered in discussing the early forests

of Ihe Cape Cod area was the hurrin3 of September 1635 This storm to

quote Bradford History of the Pyincth Plantation b1 down many Lundrc

thoucands bf trees turninç up the etrcuUJr by the roote breaking the hçchor

pines of the middle and the tall young oJ and walnut hickory trees of good

biggness were wound ll.ke withe The signs and marks of it will remain

100 years in these parts where it is forest

To one familiar with the qualities of the trees occurring in this forest

it is evident that the higher pines which were broken off were largely white

Ii

pine The trees turned up by the rooL were prol ly beach ma le cIc

pitch pub and hemlock as well as some white pine
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The destruction of the Spanish Armada in 1588 brought to climax the

commercial and colonial supremacy of Spain and Portugal England and The

Netherlands were in the ascendancy Europe had turned its eyes across the

seas and there grew demand for ships

British naval officials quickly discovered the superiority of American

white pine for ship masts bowsprits and yard arms And so likewise did

buyers from the Indies The Netherlands and Ireland and from Spain and

Portugal which latter two nations were struggling desperately to recover from

the catastrophe of 1588 Not only were the best prices to be had in markets

outside of England but payment in these markets was made in gold whenever

the seller so demanded rather than in goods as was the shortsighted policy

of English buyers The great scarcity of good currency in the colonies and the

abundance of gold in the former markets created natural economic relation

in which this rae was of greatest advantage both to the colonist and to the

Dutch and Latin peoples The tremendous drain upon thoso forests which were

located near the coast can be easily understood

The reaction in England to this trade quickly made its appearance in the

form of the Kings Broad Arrow This mark upon all accessible white pine

over two feed in diameter was but one measure of many designed by England

to cripple not only Spain and Portugal but her neighboring rival The Netherlanc

Interest in such policy was completely absent in New England

In those sect ftr iatcr

0111Y2 Ci cutic

vly wull Along the southeastern New

Luylancl coast however ships stole into oul-of-tho-way harbors and loaded
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pine masts yard arms and bowsprits for forbidden ports On Cape Cod

men did not grieve because of the lack of sufficient waterpower to handle

large logs when white pine masts 33-35 in diameter brought L96-b115

and larger ones were worth up to L1600 even in England Weeden 1890

Under the stimulus of such prices most of the original white pine of Cape Cod

that had not been daMaged by the storm of 1635 was shipped across the seas

Local official were unable to stbp the theft of pine from the town commons

so bold did these
rice

make the traders in masts fact which seems to

indicate that many of tiese officials may have been involved in the trade

Weeden 1890 has pointed out the fact that the demand for heavy oak ship1

Zimbers was such as to make board sawing along the coast unnecessary The

trunks of the caks
wre shipped unsawn

The expanding fleets of Europe needed not only ship masts and good oak

but also resin for naval stores The tapping of pitch pine became yet

another source of friction with Dna-land As wa3 the case with ship masts

the mother country desired to monopolize the supply of resin

Turpentine brought 8d-6d per barrel delivered at the vessel in 1678

Weeden 1890 One man could get barrell of tar week when working alone

more than when working with gang Freeman 1836 mentions the fact that

for turpentine on the anoiL In 1O 63 barrels of tar and pitch were

shipped from America large portion of which came from New England

Weeden 1890 Much was also used at home The crude tapping methods

in practice in conjunction with the systematic firing of the woods which was
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practiced at this time was no doubt one more serious factor in the destruction

of the original stand of Cape Cod pitch pine

By 1650 the men of Cape Cod were beginning also to tap the resources

of the sea on commercial scale Off shore whaling became factor in

local economy Blubber from beached whales was tried over fires along the

shore and once more the forests contributed their bit to the process By

1687 200 tons of oil went to England from Plymouth Colony There is no

means of telling how much was shipped in clandestine fashion to the forbidden

markets of the world but the amount was no doubt large for the colonists

suffered no qualms of conscience in evading the edicts of the Crown By far

the greater amount of the 17th century whale oil was consumed at home

however The demand of this industry for fuelwood increased constantly up

to the end of the century

In 1624 an expert saltmaker was sent to the Plymouth Colony While

he was not personal success his arrival marked the beginning of an industry

that was destined to become one more important factor in the destruction of

the forcst3 Frnstab1c Ctv
Much of the salt or the early fisheries and for consumption in the homes

of New England came from the West Indies The colonists liked neUher its

quality nor the thought of paying for product an unlimited supply of which

lay at their front door Not until the fishing industry began to assume

place of importance in local economy however did the production of salt

from sea water receive serious attention By 1670 land was being granted

as an inducement to prospective salt makers largely no doubt for the fuel

upplv containrd Mi ronn
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Until 1778 all salt was manufactured by the process of boiling sea

water in open pans The method was inefficient and extremely wasteful

of wood One cord of wood produced from 10 to 12 bushels of salt There

are no figures on the annual production of salt in the 17th century but It is

safe to surmise that by the turn of the century it ran into many thousands

of bushels It was not until the 75 years preceding the Revolution however

that the boiling of salt became major industry and therefore major drain

upon Cape Cod forests

Forest Conditions at the End of the Century

The progress of forest destruction in the eastern townships of Cape

Cod during the 17th century is indicated by the measures passed by the

people of Eastham during this period In the town records we find the

following ordinances and memoranda

1676 Sergeant Yonathan Bangs and Samuel Knowles chosen to act

in towns bhaf to soize knots or tar and to prosecute persons of

other towns who gather knots or run them for tar

1330 No Indian to oit ivocJ rlao ci to tc
on nv of tbc tcvn mn-_ CIrii CC .C.T.J

Five perscns appointed to execute the order

1080 Stephen Atwood Sen hath grant of an acre of land on Nauset

Hills provided he do not plant same to Indian corn

1683 No sheep ram or rams shall run at large upon town commons

from Yuly to end of October upon forfeiture of one half of said ram

to the informer
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1690 No wood to be cut upon commons by anyone for transportation

out of town Fine of 10 shillings per cord for breach of ordinance

1694 Cutting and transportation out of township of wood or t1mbr

from any source prohibited

1695 Much trouble being experienced about wood transported out

of town No person whatsoever shall cut any wood or Umber on any

of the commons or individual lands within Eastham 20 shillings fine

Great damage hath been done

1715 The Town of Truro part of Eastham until 1709 having

found it impracticable otherwise to prevent great waste of wood on

the commons ordered that the commons be divided Other towns

followed suit about this time

Shortly after 1706 the Reverend Samuel Osborn of Eastham bega

teaching local inhabitants the use of peat for fuel Sixty-five years had

been sufficient for the people of Eastham to complete the destruction of

tloL forests From that period to the present the most important loa1
outer

sour .iucJLI
drfft.w oud picked up along the shores

Forest destruction on Cape Cod during the 17th century eebr.i

diminished
pro1gressively

from the easterly towns to those of the west

Aceordingl3t tj-xe turn of the century found considerable bodies of the

original forest still remaining in the present towns of Brewster Barnstable

Sandwich Mashpee Falmouth i3ourno and Plymouth In particular

Falmouth and Pymouth seemed to have escripccl best the heavy cutting
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hich marked this period Forest renewal must have been nearly at

standstill over the eastern part of the Cape It is this situation in

conjunction with the increasing effects of drought and the attacks of

insects and disease brought about by deterioration in site conditions that

hurried the destruction of the forests of Cape Cod during the centuries

that followed
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PART IV

Influence of the White Man Eighteenth Century

Land Cultivation For better or for worse the Pilgrims an agricultural

people settled in country whose soil was incapable of supporting 17th

century frontier agricultural practice without catastrophic upsetting

of the slender balance which nature had been able to maintain Some loss

in position of agriculture in 18th century Cape Cod economy is therefore to

be expected The area under cultivation diminished throughout the century

Cultivated crops were gradually limited to accord with the demands

of local consumers Corn and the cereals were all ground locally Where

water power was lacking wind was utilized bringing picturesque memory

of the Holland sojourn to the Cape

Pasturing of Live Stock While land cultivation did not increase during

the 18th century agriculture continued Its demands upon the forests of the

Cape in the form of cksturao Th broding of cattle for salo to settLr

in western and northern New England was taken over by farmers established

closer to the frontiers Some beef was shipped to urban markets on the

hoof from the western towns of the Cape but milk and beef production for

local consumption became the principal objective in cattle breeding very

early in the century

There is little mention of goats in the 18th century Cape Cod literature

Hogs like cattle were apparently raised only for the local larder Salt

pork being the least perishable moat of the period was standard item in

the diet of the fishernitan
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The townships of western Cape Cod continued far into the 18th century to

appoint men to burn over local woodlands In 1754 for example 42 men of

Sandwich wee del1gated
at town meeting to burn over the woodlands of the town

before April 16th

The struggle for independence from English woolens continued unabatedly

until 1713 when the Treaty of Utrecht was signed Following signature of this

treaty came great influx of English capital into the colonies largely in the

form of staple commodities Among these commodities were great amounts

of linens and woolens that gradually weaned the more prosperous of the colonists

away from homespun goods

It is difficult to determine the effect of this change of taste upon the total

volume of spinning in the colonies due to the rapid increase in population

goodly portion of which was not in position to purchase foreign goods In view

also of the constant demand of the English mills for raw wool it is doubtful

if this influx of manufactured woolens had any great effect upon thc sheep industr

itself

Whatever chria.incr in ty nuty have occueJ after the Trct

of Utrocht was halted around th3 the century wilcn the s.trucjcjle of

the colonies with England became intensified At this time most towns

developed spinning schools to insure higher grades of woolen goods Factories

manufacture of goods comparable in quality to those supplied by England

were encouraged Mahufactures increased rapidly up to and during the

Revolution in defiance of the edicts of the mother country The Daughters of

Liberty in 1770 had sessions all clay long for spinning in Providence
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The President and first graduating class of Rhode Lsland College were

entirely clothed in fabrics of Americ.n manufacture at Commencement In

1769 Weeden 1890

In one of -the smaller towns of New England 30000 yards of woolen

cloth were manufactured in 1767 Records show the manufacture of as much

as 500 700 yards of cloth by certain families each year Weeden 1890

This demand for native woolens abated temporarily after the close of

the Revolution when English woolens again flooded the American markets

for time Independence from the mother country however brought

great release in the energies of the peoples of the new nation Yankee

ingenuity and inventiveness came into full blossom and with it great improve

ments in the manufacture of textile machinery The total effect of this

improvement in manufacture was to maintain the profits of the sheep industry

which in turn exacted corresponding toll upon the forests of Cape Cod and

of southern ncia in çn
Utilization of ood The destruction of the British avy in the great storm

of 1705 incrcasci the coanand upon Ncv sgianc oress cr ship timber

oowspnts am masts The orosts near the coast were corncea by aea.as

in these items Moreover ship building was becoming home industry

By 1720 Massachusetts was launching 140-160 vessels annually averaging

40 tons each Her merchants and fishermen owned 190 vessels averaging

over 40 tons English capital following the Treaty of Utrecht pursued

profitable round of trade between America the Indies and Britain cargo

of English goods was exchanged in New England for new ship and cargo

of lumber or fish The latter cargo was sent to the Indies and exchanged
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for cargo of more precious goods which were in turn brought back to

England where ship and cargo were sold Weeden 1890

The flood of British goods produced an unfavorable balance in trade

between America and the mother country which was estimated few years

after the above treaty at 200000 annually Weeden 1890 The greater

part of this unfavorable balance fell upon New England The total effect

was to stimulate illegal cash trade with the West Indies and the continental

nations The slave trade was particularly encouraged Fish and lumber

from New England were exchanged in the Indies for sugar and molasses

The molasses was distilled into rum in New England which was exchanged

in Africa for slave The slaves were in turn sold in the Indies and in the

Southern Colonies These activities exerted constant pressure for liqui

dation of the forests particularly those forests lying near the coast from

which timbers and pipe staves could easily be smuggled aboard ship

en the towns of Cape Cod finally gave up the futile task of tardin

the towit commons dtring the first fEt2o1 years of thc cenury many or

these lands that still contathod isorchUihle timber .vco nickcd up by

investors from the larger centers Speculation in former common lands

was greatly stimulated when Parliament freed colonial export of wood and

lumber in 1721 Export trade in wood products became next in importance

to that in fish and vessels Weeden 1890 The demand for heavy timbers

from Portugal Spain and the other nations of Europe continued to be so

groat as to preclude the necessity for sawing Entire trunks of trees were
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sent across the water in specially built vessels

By the middle of the 18th century it is doubtful if any large timber

remained from the original forests of Cape Cod Yet the demands upon

the forests of the Cape were destined always to intensify until finally these

forests had been entirely consumed in the heat of the struggle for possession

of continent

The development of turpentining in the Carolinas brought an end to

that industry on Cape Cod before the middle of the 18th century

Daring this century there developed one of the most devastating of

forest industries namely the production of potash The financial inflation

which became more and more acute up to the middle of the century greatly

encouraged the production of potash One laborer could cut clear and

burn the wood from four acres of forest in year The yield of two tons

per acre was worth from 40 to 60 per ton Weeden 1890 Unfortunately

the only roordnc3 tc tho iriu ysL vaciue and give no

inkling of the quantities produced

As inflation in the New England colonies deepened toward the middle

of the 18th century English merchants were no longer able to exchange

goods for ships at orofit In r733 thoro wcrc lut 41 vessels in the

stccI.3 ca NOW LCCOi\L LC cjy tire figur3

had dropped to don ..ir Lc

vcciJ3 howovur

sicavy duties exacted by the Crown did much to create new shipbuilding

centers Remote ports became contor3 of an iUcga traffic in ships the
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volume of which could not be estimated In 1750 the first professional

shipbuilder appeared on Cape Cod in the person of Thomas Agrey His

establishment was located at Barnstable The industry spread rapidly

along the Cape Cod shore if any great volume of ship timbers still remained

on the Cape at this time they were no doubt quickly spotted by these

builders Most of the material for the new ships however was brought

in from Maine Pratt 1844 and other points north and east This could

indicate but one thing namely the lack of any great amount of proper

materials on Cape Cod

The volume of construction in the illegal shipyards was tremendous

As the foreign trade in ships diminished shipbuilders found their best

markets among the fishermen whalers and slavers of the New England coast

Icalm 1751 gives figure of 685 vessels in the Massachusetts cod fisheries

between 1766 and 1775 Estimates of the number of vessels in the Cape

Cod whalinrj fleet at the oponl.f the Revolution ra hih as OD1

The wribci has sccn cJii Lh iav

The Uetru1ction of the New England fishing and whaling fleet during the

struggle for independence had the effect only of st mulating post-Revolutionar

construction in these newly established shipbuilding centers The end of

the century saw the approaching climax of the great whaling era of south

eastern Massachusetts The profits of Salems China trade did not escape

the notico of wealthy Cape Cod fishermen Before the turn of the new

century the keels of trade that was to reach glorious peak in the middle

ycars of the folLwing cctiL ir laid itt IL .t
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Not only were ships in demand but barrels One 240-ton whaler of 1791

sailed out of Nantucket for the Pacific with cargo including 440 barrels

with iron hoops and about 1400 barrels with wooden hoops.. Weeden 1890

This was comparatively small ship

Cordwood used in trying blubber was the common ballast of outgoing

whalers The wood consumed by the whaling fleet must have reached an

important total

Bank fishing began in 1730 bringing with it demand for larger ships

and much more salt for all fish were salted It is unfortunate that there

were no observers of the calibre of Dwight or Kendall on Cape Cod in the

years before the Revolution to give us reliable figures on the volume of

salt produced by the boiling process

Although there are vague references to the tremendous havoc wrought

upon Cape Cod forests Brigham 1920 through use of cordwood in boiling

salt the West Indian product was still able at the beginning of the American

Revolution to compete with local salt to such an extent that Congress was

forced to subsudllzo salt producors to stimu at domoctic nrodc Lion

Under this ztiruiw nativo of Cape Cccl C.iln John Cczrs in 1779

developed the method of solar evaporation The basis of his method was

the exposure of large surfaccs of shallow water to the sun rays This

called for the construction of great number of shallow trough units

measuring 100 feet by 10 feet Major Nathaniel Freeman brought in the

aid of windmill to pump the sea water and Reuben Sears of I-Iarwlch in

1793 invcçedtho rolling roof Stimulated by the profits of an Industry
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that had lifted itself beyond the need for subsidy Cape Cod producers

worked out refinements in methods of manuIacture during the early years

of the next century that eventually spread to the west and ultimately put

them out of the salt business

In the interim however an industry of major proportions flourished

Production of salt at the turn of the 19th century reached figure of 40000

bushels The new equipment mentiofted above had not yet fully replaced

the old so much of this salt was stifi being boiled out Freeman 1838

Approximately 3000 bushels of Glaubers salts secured as by-product

of the process at the proportion of to 15 were produced annually

Glaubers salts could be produced only through boiling of the brine which

remained after ordinary salt had been removed Approximately one cord

of wood was required by the removal of 10 bushels of Glaubers salts

Estimate by author

White pine boards pland and dimension stock use in the construction

of salt sheds came by water from Maine Dwight 1822 The piling was

local oak and pitch pine

During the 18th century the iron industry became an important consume

of wood in he krm of charcoal Iron was first discovered in the bogs of

southeastern Massachusetts in the 17th century small mill appeared

at Taunton in 1690 The first article produced was the square nail

The production of iron goocL ICdLJ1 .cUfC

tic colonies and tho motlicr Cr5 wore not at

tipment to England of ptg Iron As
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late as 1735 only cwt of raw iron was exported In 1740 14 tons were

exported but high exchange as the result of inflation reduced the figure to

tons in 1745

Most of the hollow ware used throughout the colonies during the 18th

century came from southeastern Massachusetts During the Revolution

the mills of the Plymouth area were operating at capacity in the production

of cannon balls and arms used by the colonial forces

The iron industry of this section reached its full stride after the

close of the Revolution Statistics on the industry are of scattered nature

Mr George Morse of Wareham Massachusetts mentions the presence

of or iron mills kl the township of Plymouth and in the Wareham area

during the century
w1Lder

consideration One of the largest Federal

Furnace opened in Carver in 1793 Individual plants had very checkered

histories

\Ve se heic r1i i.tti.veei thc cco.ny Pno.th and tL

of the 3arnstable area where shipbuilding fishing whaling and the clipper

trade were the leading activities of the same period The rise of the iron

industry in the Plymouth area was made possible by the presence of

large amount of wood that could be converted into charcoal Charcoal was

the only fuel used by these mills

Some idea of the vast quantitics of wood Ccrrt1ricl may he gained

.. fl .1
1411 1j$i% ill Liii .Lt.ut sit .LL L1L

cniploy us of Cr1ott avuacu uC iLii Vui made 24 000 buzhcls

of charcoal during the oil season of mill operation or enough for six weeks
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run of that mill With an annual ran of about six months the mill would been

to have required about 100000 bushels of charcoal or the product of about

2200 cords of wood Assuming that the average stand per acre at this time

was 20 cords this represented the clear cutting of about 110 acres for the

operation of one mill for one year Since an average of about ten mifis drew

upon the foress of this area during the latter years of the century the drain

upon the Plymouth forests was very great

Oak was somewhat preferred to pitch pine for charcoal yet the latter

was acceptable

The demands of the fuelwood industry upon the forests of the Plymouth

area must have been equal if not greater than that of the iron industry ThE

forests of eastern Barnstable County had been so depleted by the time of the

Revolution that peat was common fuel as far west as Brewster and Harwiche

It becomes difficult in fact to estimate the acreage affected by fuelwood

operations for local consumrtcn in Farnstable County during the 18th centu

because of the lack of definite information on peat utilization Toward the ens

of the century second and third growth timber was being cut over all of the

western townships of Cape Cod On the basis of population figures full use

of wood for fuel and reduction in stand to 20 cords per acre the harvestir

of sonic 375 000 acres of fukds .1 s1l tv ri mr2 Ic

County alc12 tH Cald .ppcar to be raLlier high figui

..vcr considered in conjunction with other demands

.wrcJL ild with heavy grazing go far toward an explanation of the

present condition of Barnstablo County forests By the end of the century

very lilLie fuelw cod remained in Bariiàtable County outside of the townships of

Sandwich FalmouLh Bean ic and Mashpee
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Forest Fires

As destruction of the Cape Cod forests progressed the presence of slasi

baked oven-dry by the sun and the spread of huckleberries blueberries

scrub oak and sheep laurel created condition whereby forest fires on

modern scale were inevitable It was no longer an easy matter for the men

who burned over the woods each spring to keep fires down on the ground and

under control Fires became holocausts for the first time In 1762

great fire is recorded in Sandwich in which many sheep were destroyed In

1772 another fire was reported in this area attended by great destruction of

sheep and heavy depreciation of property Since there was no agency

primarily interested in the control of forest fires or in records of the same

there is no knowing the full extent of damage caused by fire Profit In wool

so influenced the thoughts of the people of Cape Cod that fires occurring

before or after the grazing season were considered by large portion of the

population as blessings rather than ill fcrtuncs

W3 By the
endof

the 3uch complete destruction of vegetation had

occurred In eatern Barnstable County that shifting and was comntc.i sigh

from Yarmouth east Local ordittinces lccndnil 1809 had me necessary

cnUL for the ri .j Thlov

L.J .k IXrn of the Century

The post-Revolutionary period in United States history was marked by

steady invasion of Europeans largely English who crossed the ocean to

point finger of scorn at cruditios in the manners and living conditions of

the citizens of this young republic This finger pointing incidentally was
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usually publishable at comfortable profit in England or on the Continent

Fortunately for the present study certain Edward Augustus Kendall

Esq 1809 chose to travel on Cape Cod Kendall harbored genuine

curiosity for people and for things and was able to give very clear picture

of all that he saw in spite of occasional lapses to the level of the criticism

so common at this thne He visited Cape Cod in 1807

Aroused no doubt by the aspersions of foreign observers Timothy

Dwiqht president of Yale College devoted much of his time to travel through

out eastern America around the turn of the century His object was that of

presenting true picture of this much-maligned young nation giving proper

recognition to the good things found and holding such matters and conditions

up as object lessons to those sections whose culture was at lower level

Dwight visited the Barnstable area in September 1800 and the Plymouth and

Carver areas about 1814

The picture which thoco vc gcnt1on ith S1CII widely differentvbw

points presented of the Cape Cod lanucape agrees even in details It is

unfortunate that neither of these travellers got out of the stage coach and wa1.k

through the more remote sections of the Cape

Dwight 1822 travelling from Plymouth to Carver described Plymouth

woods as vast yellow pino Pinu riçflrh plain An entire nmeness of

prospect everywhere wearied the eye and approiciod in many hIaecc

complete desolation He noted that an iron furnace vct ws uUii3d

by ore from lakes one of wi ici1 ywItI .J OO tons in single year He noted

that in the two ounties of Plymouth and Bristol were 20 iron furnaces and
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as many forges number of slitting and plating mills and great number

of people employed in the manufacture of nails and other articles of which

iron is the material

Kendall 1890 npted of the Plymouth area that the herbage is scanty

and the timber which consists in black pine Pinus riQida and oak is of

stunted growth Kendall travelled south from Plymouth toward Bourne

Dwight observed that the road from Sandwich to Barnstable was

hilly and in great degree bare bleak and desolate the Inhabitants

having universally cut down their forests and groves and taken no measures

to renew them The forest growth in both Sandwich and Barnstabie was

chiefly pitch pine and oak

Betwen
hrnstable

and Yarmouth Kendall noted the road enters

woodandthesanddisappears.....Thetrc.i2c

young growth as to afford no shade

Crowds of caterpillars vainly toiled in the ruts to ascent thqc

CD sides.... Hosts of catornillars nv2rc ThThl

From the church in Yarmouth. cc..

scenery of Cape Cod soil of white sand generally cevored wIth rxard

and .ith fct thi1 l3t.i

ov.Nyv \VLF

IVIr It Brown entoniologist vtTh the U.
and Plant Quarantine ha.arda tlh t2t

Kendall was tha forest tent catcrpULtr 1..Th t.V1
native forest pest that defoliate titULlUCL .h

periodic outbreaks
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allows the winds to enter they speedily tear up whole areas The plain

around the church in this part of flrmouth exhibits the effects of this

violence for with the exception of some portions hourly diminishing in

extent it is one sea of sand Kendall 1809

Dwight found the road from Yarmouth to Orleans hilly and unpleasant.

the soil principally lean the verdure faded prematurely the forests

which in Dennis extend along the road in one place three miles are low

and unthrifty the surface destitute of beauty

Dwight 1822 observed that little wood grew in Harwich that imported

wood and peat were the fuels used In Falmouth Kendall noted that

thickly wooded hills and steep declivities distinguish great part of the

road between Falmouth and Buttermilk but arrived at the bay the country

is more level and open. composed of rocks and sands

From Orleans Dwight found no forest until he reached point one

mile south of the Wellfleet line From this point to Wellfleet village was

stand lower and 1cltor han any we had seen before dune area in

Eastham covered 1000 acres

The hills of Truro were dry sandy and barren the soil where not

biowiri i.v covered with short grass now russet and melancholy

L13 IrovUIC .. the dune stage 2nd

jtrti.al stabilkntion Sand Llcw about the houses of the LE
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PARTV

Influence of the White Man Nineteenth Century

Land Cultivation The increase in population of Cape Cod was very rapid

from 1800 to the Civil War after which date began rapid exodus of young

folk to the West and to the booming textile and shoe towns of central and

southern New England In Barnstable County the population of 18 900 in

1800 had been doubled by 1860 It is inevitable therefore that there should

once more be some increase in area cultivated Both Kendall and Dwight

noted thriving industry in onions in the neighborhood of Barnstable

thousands of bushels being exported Thoreau 1886 found that 1000

bushels of corn had in the past been sent annually to market above local use

in Eastham but estimates that this was no longer possible in 1850

Dwight 1822 found farmers around the ponds of Plymouth and Carver

raising small crops of rye and maize.. Carver is lean-looking

collection of thinly scattered plantations. and the whole aspect of the

country is discouraging Everything appears as if it had been long at stand

and as if it could scarcely again become progressive

Thoreau 1886 touring the Cnn on three occnions through the middle

years of the 19th century remarked that the thin layer of soil front flaru bl
thins out and disappears at Truro Orleans was like great sandbar

HI t.rally the plowed fields look white and yellow like mixture of salt and

fllfl meal.. .a hiLcrn ef @1 t1t town There is

doubtful appearance oC sofl beqiurtilhJ to be formed It styled douttCul

because it would not be cbserved by every eye and perhaps not acknowledged

by many
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Thoreau referred to sand waste in Eastham of 1700 acres that had

once been cultivated for wheat Not particle of organic material remained

Sand hifis 50 feet high formed in 25 years Small swamps and valleys were

filled Apparently the sand area mentioned by Dwight had increased in
sizej

The cranberry industry which had its first success in Dennis in 1816
that

developed rapidly in Barnstable County until nearly all cedar swamps/nad

not been exploited for peat were cleared and cultivated by the end of the

century The clearing of cedar swamps by the cranberry men is largely

twentieth century development in the Plymouth area

As has been stated the area of cultivated land in the Plymouth section

increased Vpry little after the seventeenth century until the advent of the

cranberry industry at the end of the nineteenth century

Pasturing of Livestock

The rise of the woolen textile industry in New England coincided with

the importation of Merino sheep from the royal herds of Spain Profiting

by the chaos of the Napoleonic Wars Vermonter in the diplomatic service

of the United States Wilson 1936 was able to purchase large herd of

Memos for breeding purposes The Memo adapted itself readily to the

climate of New England and to the demands of the woolen industry

Vermonters performed miracles in breeding The farmers of Cape Cod

quickly purchased stock with rejuvenating effect upon their herds and

pocketbooks Thoreau in 1850 remarked that Truro few years before

rW r3markable among Cape towns for the nuniber of sheep raised By

1850 however Vemnion breediny itoek had helped build up great sheep
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Industry in western United States and in Australia Thoreau found only

two herds in Truro in 1850 This corresponds with the decline of the wool

industry in Vermont Except for temporary boom during the Civil War

the industry had by 1850 entered sharp and permanent decline

The Plymouth area also experienced boom in wool production during

the first half of the nineteenth century Mr George Morse of Wareham

relates that up to 1850 all sheep owners from Rochester Carver and

Wareham drove their sheep into the area between Agawam River and

Sampson Brook At least 10000 sheep were pastured there The plains

around Charge and Fearing Ponds were especially good feeding grounds

The low areas around College and the ponds immediably south also contained

such grass Full-time hersmen kept an eye on the sheep

Cattle from Mattapoisett and Rochester also seem to have been herded

by men of Plymouth Leonard 1907

In Barnstable County the peak of agricultural expansion was reached

in 1860 when 30 percent of the county was classified as farmland The

figure for Massachusetts as whole was Gb percent Of the total area

involved some 78 000 acres only 34 333 20 c3 were improved The

PaLurage ritjht$ were in

addition leased from owners of purely woodland areas

The amount of farm land in Barnstable County did not drop greatly from

1860 to 1900 The census figures for the respective years are 30.6 percent

and 29.6 percent of the land area The proportion of brushy pasture and

farm woociluid was much groater lu 1000 however Pastures in 1900

were seeding rapidl to pitch pine
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Utilization of Wood

Although considerable volume of sawed materials was produced during

the nineteenth century lumber production on Cape Cod was definitely

minor activity Except for the existence of small cooperage industry in

Barnstable County all known rnffl operations were in the Plymouth area

Mr George Morse town surveyor of Wareham Massachusetts

who has long been interested in local forest history has stated that

considerable amount of white pine remained within five miles of the Buzzards

Bay shore until 1800 He mentions the presence during the nineteen century

of eight or ten long sawmills each with cut of ten to fifty thousand board

feet per year Pitch pine as well as white pine was sawed All lumber

was used locally These were up and down mills with pitch pine flutter

wheels One such mill was located at the foot of East Head reservoir

The exact period of its operation is not known

product of much greater importance in the Plymouth area during the

nineteenth century according to Mr Morse was slack cooperage for

which pitch pine was preferred Most of the stock went into nail kegs

the demand for which was heavy throughout the century Pitch pine

bolts four feet seven inches in length were utilized in making staves for

nail kegs Sb

which turned out 10 chjiitc ii hich staves dtUy per machine rrhe

operation of these plants was seasonal The total volume of timber utilized

by the mills in the Plymouth area reached rather surprising proportions

The writer vonturo an estimate of 000000 board foot per year taken

from the Plymouth mrla clurinçi çood times on the basis of Mr Morses
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barrel shop operated in Harwich for many years but the writer has

very littl.e information on the volume of barrel production in the Barnstable

area in this or any other period

The mackerel fishery progressed rapidly after its inception in the

early part of the nineteenth century receiving great impetus with the

development of the purse seine in 1853 The production of mackerel ferldns

from white pine occupied at least two Wareham mifis for an unknown period

during this century It is impossible to estimate the volume of wood

utilized Neither is it known whether or not other mills in the area manu

factured this product

An unknown quantity of barrels for shellfish were also manufactured

Oak was preferred for these Virginia oak has now replaced the local

product in this manufacture

Shipbuilding was minor industry along the Plymouth shore Pitch

pine was commonly used for ribs and knees Leonard 1907 Shipbuilding

in Barnstable County was major industry i1c.v3r Practically all

materials used were brought to the shipyards by water the most important

source being Maine Although mention is made in several recent popular

books on Cape Cod of the use of Barnstable County wood for the construction

of ships during the century under discussion the writer agrees with

____ Brigham 1920 that the volume of this wood was insignificant

It cLman cr rtmJ nIL icUon for Barnstable County of

40 000 hushe in 302 Dwight iiL ti ts of tnlt ts totaling

1213130 u4uare feet for the suxie year KenLi.U 180 .Lcd Li
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production of salt five years later as 100000 bushels He listed areas

of vats at this time totaling 30 827 730 square feet While there seems

to be some discrepancy here construction was no doubt ahead of salt

production at tte latter date tremendous expansion of the salt industry

was occurring Dennis Brewster Barnstable Chatham and Yarmouth

were the greatest centers of production with Provincetown Eastham

Orleans Truro Welifleet and Harwich trailing some distance behind No

production was listed by Dwight or Kendall for Falmouth Sandwich or

Bourne though it is known that considerable volume of salt was produced

in Falmouth and Bourne during the first half of the nineteenth century

tremendous expansion of the industry occurred under stimulation of the

Restricted Commerce Act of 1809 which compelled abolishment of

commerce with England and France and placed duty of 12 to 20 cents

per bushel upon salt This duty remained until after the War of 1812

Church 1000

Expansion of the salt industry continued until approximately 1940

when competition with the salt mines of the interior became very keen

In the Congressional Records of 1830 the current production of Barnstable

County salt works was reported to be 393 537 bushels Data on the

industry contnedin these same records tell more clearly than could any

words the story behind the sudden and complete disintegration of the salt

Industry on Cape Cod after 1840
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Men Production Price per
Investment Employed Bushels Bushel

BarnstableCo Mass $1379971 520 393537 .39

OnandagaCo N.Y 402200 180 1291820 .40-.50

The production in 1827 of 595 322 bushels Barber 1841 represented

the peak and could have been attained only under the influence of specu

lation in the years immediately preceeding The sheer weight of this

unsound volume lent speed to the final collapse

Such was the incalculable effect of canal built acposs strange

wilderness to the west

One factor which made salt production extremely expensive in

Barnstable County was the cost of wood used in the salt sheds all of which

with the exception of the piles came from Maine At the peak of product

ion about 125000000 board feet of white pine was in use Approximately

30000000 board feet of pitch pine and oak were in use as piling Yarmouth

which attained peak prcchction of 365 000 bushels of salt was forced

to import most of the piling as were all of the towns to the east

considerable amount of the imported piling came no doubt from PlymouTh

where wood siin center of some size developed at Harlow Landing

just south df Sklt Pond in Ellisville during this century

The production of Glaubers salts ran into many thousands of bushels

but at times did not maintain its position with respect to ordinary salt due

to an oversupply on the market Production estimates are difficult to make

due to this unevenness in prodtetion For some ten or fifteen years liw

ever the demand fer fuel wood for the boiling of thzso salts mwt have
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been close to 1500 cords per year

Containers were not used for salt as it was shipped in the bulk arge

amount of the brine left after the salt had been removed was sold at $1.00

per barrel but it is doubtful if Cape Cod was able at this time to produce

all of the tight oak cooperage stock needed for these barrels

By 1848 the irpn industry had moved as far east as Dennis in

Barnstable County Where there were seven forges One furnace operated

at Sandwich for many years Forges at Yarmouth employed 32 persons in

1845 Dennis and Yarmouth forges were no doubt occupied with gear for

the shipbuilding industry considerable amount of charcoal was used at

these forges and this together with the charcoal used at Sandwich consti

tuted minor industry in this country Crowell 1932

The demand for charcoal in the iron industry of the Plymouth area

increased steadily until the advent of the cupola furnace about 1830 which

used Pennsylvania coal for fuel The production of ironduring the first

thirty years of the nineteenth century was far greater than at any time

during the previous century The history of the iron industry was attended

by many ups and downs in the lilsiory of indivL1i.al plants which make an

estimate of charcoal consumption impossible The drain upon the forests

of the area must have becn PartkJ1r1y cLc cc 2.iit tth

yC1 IS

Elooineries and forges continued to use charcoal after 1830 The iron

industry lost ground rapidly after 1850 however as the result of competlon

arising out of the discovery of rich ore deposits in the lands to the west
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Nail manufacture continued to resist the trend until about 1875 when It

too began slowly to lose position

In the years after the American Revolution great demand for fuel-

wood developed in the rapidly growing industrial centers of New England

As the forests near these centers were depleted wood was shipped in

from ever greater distances Unfortunately for their forests the

people of Cape Cod profited greatly as the result of these new markets

night 1822 in diary written in 1800 remarked that 30 vessels

were employed lit the transportation of fuelwood from Sandwich to Boston

Early in the century namely Ianuary 1837 very illuminating

article appeared in the Yarmouth Register The writer deplored the

high price and scarpity of wood and recommended forestry measures

including the withdrawal of cattle from the forests He also urged the

use of stoves rather than fireplaces Mention is made of the increasing

use of peat for fuel and there is description of the highly subdivid3J

ownership of peat bogs in the eustern townships Every ten rods is

considered equal to an acre of woodland Peat sold for 12 1/2 cents

per barrel dollars worth of peat was said to maintain fire as long

as two dollars worth of wood The writer bemoaned the existence of

an aristocracy of wood sellers

With th ccllapse during tlic udd ye of LI cttury of the

whaling cilt wool shipbuNiiçr 4lar ui iron iri Lries and of the

China track and tli gradual ccnicmtratton of the fkiiii.tij industry in

Boston and Gloucester following developments in refrigeration and in
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methods of fishing the laboring classes of Cape Cod were forced either

to find employment in new or expanding local industries or to migrate

to other sections of the nation or to reduce their standard of living

The pressure of unemployment prevented any cessation in the exploita

tion of Cape Cod forests The cutting of fuelwood is said to have been

the most important source of income of the people of Falmouth from

1850 to 1890 Older residents of this town remember when Megansett

or North Falmouth was an important wood shipping center One individ

ual recalled having seen miles of wood piled up at this point when he

was boy This was approximately 1875 The last boatload of wood

left Falmouth about 1900 large part of the wood cut in Falmouth

throughout this period was oak

The deeply sunken roads that form such an intricate pattern through

the eastern half of Plymouth woods give some indication of the large

volume of wood that was taken out through Plymouth and Ellisville ddring

the nineteenth century Mr George Morse has estimated that in

1850 about 150 men from the towns of Carver Rochester and Wareham

were engaged in Plymouth woods cutting the fuelwood and wood for char

coal which came out through Wareham and Carver These men worked

four months ach year in the woods and averaged between one and two

cords per mart per day This would indicate total cut of approximately

20000 cod of wood which was utilized either as fuelwood or as charcoal

each year The favorite wood was oak according to Mr Morse large

blocks of which were jresent in the territory westof Halfway Pond
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very important factor in the later history of the forests of western

Barnstable County was the construction of the famous Sandwich Glass

Works in 1825 It is said Crowell 1932 that representative of the company

spent two years acquiring woodlands before the mill was constructed Pitch

pine was the most desirable fuel because of the intense heat developed by it

IIr 1845 the industry had expanded until it boasted of payroll of 316 persons

From 1825 until the
pssing

of the industry in 1888 the drain upon the

forests of western Barnstable County by the glass furnaces was very

severe one

Pennsylvania coal does not seem to have offered much competition to

wood as fuel on Cape Cod until the last quarter of the century In

Barnstable County homes as far west as Yarmouth peat was used as

fuel until 1870

The appearance of stoves in the first half of the century gradually

cut the local consumption of wood from 40 cords to about 15 cords per

family per year an immense saving but un.ortunately one which came

too late to greatly affect the forests of the Cape

Forest Fires

It wa_ JL flvc

.L.ii intensliicd those areas in

Plymouth and in western Barnstable County that had managed to retain

semblance of forest form presented conditions more and more hazardous

from the standpoint of forest fires. The presence of slash was constant

hazard from the origin of the colony but that factor of which we must never
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lose sight was the change in vegetative cover which was the inevitable result

of the treatment to which these forests had been subjected

Centuries of light burning by the original Indian population had left

large area of forest as somewhat park-like in appearance with ground

cover largely of grass When the white man combined cutting of the over-

story with heavy grazing and much more intensive burning however shrtibs

began gradually to assume place of dominance in the vegetation of the drier

areas

In the eastern townships of Barnstable County where sheep grazing was

extremely intensive only the unpalatable species of grass herbaceous weeds

and shrubs could maintain their position In the western townships of this

county and in the Plymouth area where sheep grazing was not carried on so

intensively or so constantly and where large areas without water supply

excluded more than casual grazing cutting and burning was just the type of

culture most
conduciiç-e

to the spread of the shrub species The elimination

of the overstory gave sunlight and vigor to the shrub species The dessicatinl

effect of wind and sun handicapped the grass and tree species but had little

effect upon the shrub species The increased root competition of the latter

made more ad more difficult the reustablishment of the tree species The

increasing severity of forest fires further handicapped pitch pine and the

arborescent oaks and reduced their sprouting vigor but tended to give the

shrub species new vigor in much the uilld pruning Insects

and diseases tLH Scr1 hitrol the

id Lsiar .iproad ro.3 Ilic LU iLc Jirc lcci.titc iC13CO.U
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The impenetrability of the hinterland particularly in western Barnstable

County was far greater at the beginning of the 19th century than in the days

of Thomas Morton Access to very large areas was confined more and more

to town roads many of the woods roads having become overgrown as the

timber to which they formerly provided access disappeared The tangle of

roots on the ground made the construction of fire lines extremely slow in

contrast to the fast traveling head developed by fires In the absence of

proper public sentiment and organization any serious attempt on the part of

an interested few would have been an enterprise extremely hazardous to huma

life It is not surprising therefore that fire fighting was extremely crude

as to method and was attempted only when the fate of homes and lives was at

stake So unpopular and hazardous was the task that it became local

custom in Barnstable County for men of one town merely to back fire in such

mariner as to head fire into or to confine fire to neighboring town

ship whereupon the fire fighters returned home In any event matches

and torches became the standard equipment of fire fighters The que ion

has been posed ty tho late Mr Lincoln Crowell fire warden of Barnstable

County as to which h25 clone more damoje in th past the orlcfinal fires

or back fires

Unfortunately little record was kept of forest fires during the 19th

century Forest fires became so common that only those fires that were

particularly destructive of property and lives are recorded Even these

records must be dugl out patiently from current newspaper files

In local newspaper Yarmouth Register 1837 for example we read

of the great fire of 1837 in the Plymouth area in which much wood in pUes

was lost Mr George Morse has doocribed to the writer great fire

in the unrly 70skvhieh killed zno3t of the white pine in Plymouth Woods

The grunt fire of i\ily 18 and 19 1896 is described at length in

Wi Tn Cn ri 011 This flrc stnit nr TCinnnv
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mill at South Wareham railroad station and covered strip roughly from

Charge and College Ponds on the west to the Agawam River on the east It

ran north to the Symington estate near Halfway Pond and to Long Pond Village

Cook State Forester of Massachusetts states 1938 that the acreage

covered by this fire was estimated to be 30000 acres

The pessimism of generations who had never seen Umber of any great

value on Cape Cod and who had come to believe that the soils of the area

were not capable of supporting ttreal forest no doubt contributed to the

lack of interest shown during the late 19th century toward fire control

With the coming of the railroad to Sandwich in 1848 new and unreal

ized resource thrust itself upon the consciousness of the people of Cape Cod

Coastal scenery and quaint historical background were in demand by tired

and bored city folk The railroad crept to Yarmouth in 1865 and to

Proviricetown in 1873 Hotels and summer homes mushroomed along the

ocean shore Cape Cod folk soon learned to play down the depressing

scenery of the interior

Neither the railroads nor the summer visitors contributed to the

improvernaat of that sbenery however market for oak and pitch pine

ties developed Spar1 from tho 1ocoiiotivcs sLrtoct adjitional fires

Special excursions organized by the railroads brought large numbers of

enthusiastic but irresponsible week-enders to the Cape creating situation

more and more discouraging to the pioneers of fire control Those persons

who wished to build sutniIcr 1ìono3 7.CPC suLcd to avoid the bcautilul but

41 dangerous sites alonq the lakes of
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PART VI

Influ9nc of the WhiteMan Twentieth Century

Land Cultivation in Period of Social Change

The agriculture of the 20th century has been of somewhat different

nature than was that of previous periods The last milk train was discon

tinued about 1920 few sheep remained in Truro at the turn of the century

but these had become an unimportant factor in local economy Villagers

gave up their horses and cows with the result that pitch pine began to creep

toward the lines of houses

The acreage of farms in Barnstable County had shrunk to 9.0 percent

of the iand area by 1930 representing total of 21 871 acres of which

about 8000 acreS were available for crops and pasture The abandonment

between 1860 and 1930 of some 58000 acres located for the most part in

the eastern central and southern portions of the country largely explains

the presence of an extensive area of old field pitch pine in these sections

About 10000 of tho 371 ais of farm lands of 1930 were also actually

forested largely with pitch pine We soc thereforo 1ulding up of tha

forest area in these sections of the Cope .-ro the forts wer fint

meat ---

The greatest agricultural change in the Plymouth section during the

been
20th century hasthe expansion of the cranberry industry to bogs of that area

This has been attended by an influx of cranberry workers most of whom

cultivate small
garden patches

The year 1920 intoduced n3w cycle in the agricultural history of
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Cape Cod During the census period 1930 to 1935 there occurred an increase

of 13295 in the number of farm units in Barnstable County see Appendix

The area of farm land increased 9295 The value of all farms increased

only 33% however

The expansion of agriculture during this period has been purely depres

sion phenomenon fleeing of distressed families to the land Most of the

lands recently occupied had previously gone through the cycle of cultivation

and abandonment due to inherently low or to depleted soil fertility Tjte

type of agriculture attempted on these lands is largely of subsistance

character Nearly all cash crops are truck and small fruits Most of the

new owners are dependent upon supplementary income from outside sources

for the satisfaction even of the barest essentials of family life

Data on the agricultural trend during this period in the Plymouth area

are not available It Is believed that similar developments on modified

scale have taken place in this area however

It is pertinent to nato the accelerated increase in the colored segment

of the population during the 20th century One and three-tenths percent of the

total population of Barnstable County were colored in 1860 In 1900 the

figure was 275 while in 1930 it had risen to 1% It is believed that another

sharp increase has taken place in Barnstable County since 1930 as indicated

in the data on farm owners contained in An1 Although it is impossible

to separate data for that section of the Plymouth area under discussion It

Is believed that the population increase for this group has boon even more

striking there particularly in the rural sections
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Excluded by circumstance from proportionate share in the earnings

of the summer industry on Cape Cod most members of this colored group

are dependent upon the soil for living Because of their low standard of

living they have been able almost to monopolize the labor on cranberry

bogs Because of their industry and skill as gardeners they have been

able to grow very good crops of vegetables and small fruits on very inferior

soils In spite of intensive cultivation and low standard of living however

the simple mathematics of population See Appendix has created

critical probleni

The recent influx of unemployed white workers from the mill towns of

Rhode Island and southeastern Massachusetts reflected in Appendix

has further complicated the labor situation study of Appendix indicatc

the fact that the economic status of the new white farm owners was lower

in 1935 than was that of colored farm operators in 1930 and approximately

the same as that of colored operators who have settled in the area since

1930 The significance of rural poverty to foresters will be discussed in

the section on Forest Fires below

Wood Utilization and Forestry Activities

The story of wood utilization on Cape Cod during thc present century

is brief and minor Fuciwood remains the most important wood product

Aift uH nn1ncnc1 \\flod viv Ccd

Uio fuels are beyond the means of an important segment of the

Cape Cod population local supply of wood romt ins vital factor in

their porsoLr ti oeonolLly
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small market has existed for railroad ties but the disappearance

of local timber of tie size has now dried up activities in this direction

An attempt made at Sandwich in 1921 to conduct pulping operation

in pitch pine was abortive

Lath in the 19th century it became apparent to many citizens that certain

problems could not be solved short of public ownership and control Through

the initiative of the Trustees of Public Reservations private organization

working in the interest of conservation in Massachusetts the Province Lands

behind Provincetown became public property program of dune stabiliza

tion and reforestation has been carried out since that time It has since

become apparent to those concerned that the production of wood on these new

soils is minor element in this enterprise

In 1917 the Legislature of Massachusetts voted to establish Myles

Standish Forest in Plymouth and Carver townships On this forest some

2500 acres of coniferous plantings have been made variety of tree species

have been used wide degree of success was experienced variety of

cultural measures have been carried out within native stands of timber The

records these forostry operations lack det2ii and continuity so that it is

flLt pOSSIL 1Lt Cu1 tlicm

Recent aeLivities upon i\Jyl acorncd

with the development of facilities for forest reereation

Anothor state forest of several thousand acres extent was established

within tho townships of Sandwich and Bourne in 1923 This was first known

as the S1awmo Foreit later the SIr.iwmoCrvwoll Forest The area has

Vth j1 ... ru th
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National Guard Daring th9 17 years of its existence as state forest

considerable amount of this area was planted to coniferous trees most of

which were produced in nursery located within the forest boundaries Many

parcels of state-owned land located throughout Barnstable County were likewise

planted by the veteran forester Lincoln Crowell who had charge of state

forest activities in this area Records of these and other state forestry

activities in this area are in the files of the state forester

Largely through the activity of the Trustees of Public Reservations

fourth important forest area was turned over to the State of Massachusetts in

1934 namely the Roland Nickerson Forest Park located in the township of

Brewster Most of the activities on this forest since its establishment have

been concerned with the development of facilities for forest recreation

Other Industry

For tw.oand-a-half centuries the economy of Cape Cod was built around

certain very tangible resources and traditional activities notably the soil

producing cultivated crops forage for livestock and wood the sea producing

fish whales salt and an avenue for trade minerals for the production of

glassware and iron aAd construction ships and railroad cars

Thcr ir13 wcu cti1 tLch is still very

important source of rncoiue duo pninanly to tii cC ci Lcy suiLai.L for

cranberry production and fishing which has shrunk to shadow of its former

importance

MaimfcLtn tiL.auc1 rnpo vL1in th vLiiao cC Plymouth

have maintthFd fairly itroncj labov tir but the population directly
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affected lives either outside or on the far northerly edge of the area under

considerati.on

During the past fifty years strange new industry has developed

that of feeding lodging clothing transporting and entertaining summer

visitors This industry has become the most important factor in the economy

of Cape Cod today

The summer industry was created by remarkable complexity of

geography proximity to urban centers tired nerves sedative village

scenery admiration for remarkably virile historic past bracing climate

shore which permitted the eye to wander without inhibition upon fresh

and primitive landscape and coastal waters in which unexcelled iathing

boating and fishing could be enjoyed

The interior of Cape Cod was long looked upon by summer visitors

merely as waste 2roa through which it was necessary to pass in order to

reach distant shore points The growth of the summer industry therefore

has tended to create concentration of accommodations and services along

the shore rather than an even expansion throughout Cape Cod

During
the

past two decades there has been minor drift of summer hom

construction and campin-r around the shores of frczh vaLcr lakes of the interioi

L. .o is minority of outsiders which includes the author for whom

ti.c LW iLl. cftct1 .rnmt be Cvor13C

that these dry scrubcovered land too for1 1r

attract the large numbers whose expenditures provide most of the bread and

butter of the peoplo of Cape Cod

Approximately $2 000000 is now being spent on Cape Cod each year
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by the summer trade Expressed in terms of population this represents

theoretical income of approximately $500 for every man woman and child In

the area Expressed in terms of the land it is equivalent of an Income of $73

from every acre of land on Cape Cod This is far higher rate of income than

that averaged by agriculture in any state of the Union It is many times higher

than the increment value of our most productive forests

It is one thing to Indicate average income however and another thing to

consiçler the actual distribution of this income very considerable portion of

the profits of the summer trade has been taken by outsiders who have financed

hotels real estate developments tea houses general services and highway

construction College students and roving hotel workers have taken many of th

better positions in the summer industry Large though tii1is income may be it

has not been sufficient to penetrate in any great amount to many of the more ou

of-the-way homes the Cape

Since 1930 it has become difficult to determine just what will constitute

normality of employment in the near future on Cape Cod With the destruction

of her forest capital nd the deterioration of much of her farm soil Cape Cod

has lot some of her economic resiliency in the face of misfortune Her relief

rolls are now long with the names both of white and of colored persons It has

lccn rncc_ t1c Stt- t- ef th finances of one

tCV11111 L1

Forert Fires

By the bcçiiiining of LI Luy large sections of the forests of Cape

Cod had ccozne vcriLi1c dii ccs The

outlined in earlier scctiozic of thi$ paper was tL



exploitation and the great forest fires of the 19th century Few forest fires in

this area originate either spontaneously or as the result of dry electric storms

however Fires on Cape Cod are the product of human activity

According to our statisticians most of the forest fires on Cape Cod at

the present time originate from the following causes

Carelessness of automobiles picnickers and hunters
Incendiarism

Trash burning around homes and cranberry bogs

The modern automobile has had an amazing effect upon the habits of men

It has also had an amazing effect upon his environment Not only does the auto

mobile bring hundreds of thousands of persons to Cape Cod from far distant

points but on weekends it brings great swarm of picnickers from nearby citi

These weekend visitors soon discovered the lovely waters that lay hidden amon

the little hills of Cape Cod Those among them who were hunters were amazed

at the size of the deer population and many of them have returned to try their

hunting skin during ti4 fall season

As traffic increases trunk highways to the area were hard surfaced Grav

side roads constructed for the benefit of cranberry men wound in picturesque

fashion among the low hills that beckoned to exploring picnickers little ponc

sparkling in the bottom of green basis little campfire or careless

cigarette sudden flight roaring inferno How often this scene has been

enacted on Cap Cod uc will ever knnv

Today observcrc uo follow Ute

fl L1VJ tIC t.L tnd ft lur CLCC LIU1IUH roric

of high fire haard the adva ncittg line of rpet fires When conditions are

particularly bad the haze from forest fires frequently limits observation to
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to scant mile or two radius from the tower by three or four oclock on

Saturday afternoon Towermen are commonly making reports on from three to

six or more fires at time
down

Forest incendiarism on Cape Cod may be broker/into three categories or

motivations namely the desire to produce crop of blueberries the desire

to create work and pure maliciousness state of mind which may have arisen

out of unemployment and malnutrition Economics is either the sole or

contributing faator in each of these motivations

Pressed by genuine want many members of the low income group have beei

forced in traditional Cape Cod fashion to work out their own destiny

Excluded by circumstance from more conventional sharing of the Income fror

the sunmer trade these people have profited by the Imowledge that one well-

timed forest fire wifi create sea of blueberries almost anywhere in central

or western Cape Cod The market for these berries flows up and down the

highways of the area in an endless stream throughout the blueberry season

For what more could needy but willing laborer ask

During tii ochry 1v vU tt.VLttecL Mo2to often

become c1 co 30asci1 job for certain

element of the local population with rate of pay which is higher than that

earned on many cranberry bogs Some of the greatest forest fires of the

present century in this area have been motivated by the desire of one or

more persons to create work

Maliciousness as motivation for incendiarism is factor- whose relative

weight it is practically impossible to determine There re few genuine con

tributions to our knowledge of this matter though no dearth of opinion
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These opinions usually vary according to the asperity of the contributor

Many seriou fires originate from brush burning around houses and cran

berry bogs due to unexpected changes in wind velocity and direction to

failure to put out the last spark and to careless issuance of permits This

source of forest fires should be one of the easiest to control

The establishment of state forests on Cape Cod has been an immense

stimulus to local organizations interested in the protection of the forests of

this region Active forest fire protective associations have been organized

That the problem has kept pace with these efforts however is illustrated by

recent forest fire statistics During the past ten years some of the most

disastrous fires of the present century have occurred The most effective

experiment to date Massachusetts Forest and Park Ass 1937 was dropped

after three years of encouraging progress due to lack of administrative and

budgetary support

Forest Parasites

One of the moL diccciccrtEcj t3ccc th3 modna rcrc3t problen

Cape Ced tiL KCTh 11

observations in 1807 indicate that insect attacks are not new phenomenon

on Cape Cod There is no reason for believing however that attacks of

parasites in the past even approached in severity those of the 20th century

The loss of complexity of the ferost cover is in itself justification for

such position Great expanses of mixed oak and of pitch pine are an open

invitation to widesprqa.d damage by parasites The reduction in fertility of

forest soils as the reu1.t ef Uwco ecuturics of intensive mismanagement

reveals itself in the low vigor or the present cover
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While the records of the past forty years are not complete it is known

that many thousands of acres have been defoliated by attacks of the forest

tent caterpillars and that severe damages has incurred by sawflies

leaf miners loopers midges twig and tip moths scale insects

and rusts The most destructive parasite that has visited the forests of

Cape Cod however has been an introduced species the gypsy moth This

insect first became an important factor in 1914 Sugsequent outbreaks

19j
occurred in 1918 191911925 1928 1929 1932 and every year since the

last date Bown 1938 No other section of New England is attacked so

severely or so frequently by this insect as is Cape Cod note figure The

aimless history of these forest areas has provided vegetational trend

perfectly suited to th needs of this insect It will probably remain nu.isancc

to summer people to owners of real estate and to operators of cranberry

bogs as long as aimlessness remains the dominant policy in the management

of these wocd2ncis

M2JaCoscnp Jptria iron

LonJis 1nrntni Fitch and Dbnrio simile Hartig

CL 1ip1QtL Jnicoi 3ack

Evittia comstockna Fernald and R3tcaa buolian.a

Matsucoccus spp
Peridermium spp and Collosporium spp
Porthotria dispar
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PART VU

Summary

At the time of the Pilgrim landing approximately 9Th of the land surface

of Cape Cod was covered with forest On the higher elevaticns this forest

was park-like in appearance and xerophytic in type Between the higher

and lower elevations there was gradual transition to zçebphytic asso

ciation whose principal tree species were white pine hemlock pitch pine

red and white oak white ash yellow birch beech red maple tupelo

sassafras and holly Great stands of coast white cedar occupied the bogs

For 250 years these forest contributed constant stream of products

that enriched almost every important economic activity of the people of Cape

Cod The ability of these forests to continue growth of such an immense

quantity of wood in the face of systematic burning excessive pasturing

damage to site through clear cutting and heavy attacks of insects and fungi

is one of the amazing stories of American forest history

The stream of wood products from the forests of Cape Cod has finally

tapered off to mere trickle ho.v ever Much .f the forest area today ic

occupied by tangle of scrub growth and the trees that are present are

stunted by fire the attacks of parasites and the depletion of the soil At the

th most of those industries to which the area in

the past has booiL rcnds have lcu oL

parallel and often
relatod

Within the past few decades tho entertainment of summer vacationists

Iis become an industry of jroater propotions than any that has preceded in

Qape Cod history
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The summer industry has filled the vacancy left by the decay of 19th

century industry in manner that has been more than satisfactory to large

sectioft of the population of Cape Cod Because of its seasonal nature how

ever this industry cannot provide complete answer to the economic needs

of that large class of local citizens whose only or principal asset is its labor

The summer industry of Cape Cod has been built around certain environ

mental complex one of whose most important elements is the beauty and

unspoiled nature of her coastal lands and shore Because of the hazard of

fire and the low aesthetic value of the forest area of the interior housing and

servicing developments for this industry have been concentrated along the

shore to the extent that the very values which have attracted the industry are

in many places now being threatened This threat arises not merely from

the effect of concentration of summer population and restrictions of private

owners upon the enjoyment of the landscape but from the financial roctic

tions to newcomers offered by speculative valuation of diminishing area of

desirable land Thus indirectly the forest areas which were at one time

zuch an asoot to the rocL CeJ hive oern th niomanagoment

an actual liability

Because of this present hazardous condition these forests are further

and direct liability in that the cot of fire sippresciori has become great

burden to the towns of Cape Cod and to the State of Massachusetts

The lowered productivity of the oil 11a3 not led to an abandonment of

exploitative precosso rl hv1 -rciy uccem more cloeperate and

dh3torted in IKthuo
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Forestry activity on Cape Cod during the present century has lacked the

guidance of consistent well-defined policy Local organizations are still

occupied almost exclusively with the problem of fire suppression

The administration of recreational areas which have been developed by

the CCC on state lands has been severe tax upon state forest personnel

and has tended to limit the radius of their activity even in the matter of

fire suppression

Very little research with respect to local forest problems has been under

taken Educational activities have been sporadic and inadequate
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Discussion and Conclusion

soil is subtle complex of inert and living elements whose proper

balance can be maintained under conditions of exploitation only as the result

of conscious and intelligently directed effort

The destructive exploitation of soil and of its products is most commonly

defended as temporary expedient which will be corrected by inevitable

changes in the alignment of economic forces

As matter of fact the depletion of the soil and forest resources of Cape

Cod has made it increaingly difficult for those who depend upon these soils

to survive Many persons have been forced off the land while others ironi

cally have been forced back on to the very same land necessitating more

Intensive cycle of exploitation Trapped by impoverished soils many of

these people are now forced to resort to such desperate extremities as that

of starting forest fires in order that they may be paid to extinguish them

or of accepting public aid which too often has represented tax upon the

unearned incotnc of future nociety

When the ecoiLiuic status of persons livLg upon the land has been reduced

to this level those persons have neither sufficient working capital the

ncossary physical ti1etual cucriy nor even secure enough grip

utcci .n ftin of soil and forest

resources IL veeoxueC increasingly dLJcL

maintain the level of soil fertility even on those lands oy art

producing iuni crops It becoinx iiiim dl le for thoni Lc cetiotnict tv

with respect to crop for vhiosc carlicL i0301110 mabirity they must wait
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many troublesome and threatening decades This situation would appear to

apply as well to incorporated owners as to individual land owners

It may be argued that the economic barriers which apply with respect to

scarcity operate over larger areas that the entire national scene must be

taken into consideration since the nation rather than Cape Cod is an economi

unit that when national lumber scarcity has become an accomplished fact

then the application of proper forestry measures will become economically

feasible on Cape Cod

The answer may be found in the literature of the American forestry profes

sion There has been emphasized again and again the increasing rigidity of

the barriers to private forestry practice which are set up by the depletion of

forest and soil capital barriers which represent the same or comparable

factors as now operate on Cape Cod namely the hazards of fire insects and

disease the problem of working capital the problems of financial and plant

org2nization created by ur Yt 1iotribution of ago claoos the effect of

increasing taxes upon land vi33 proLivty lo lctv tho prob1et of prcuct.o

costs the insistco .. profi tho vtramoant issue

pat Lb world

01 signi icanc in this matter is the lack of evidence to indicate that deter

ioration of forest and soil capital has proceeded any more rapidly on Cape

Cod than in other sections of this nation or for that matter in many of the

other lands of this earth Poniictt iO v.oll to ronicn

forosts of Cnpo Cod tv

wood more than OO ycan

_________ ___
1-

..ry

ubr ft ttrrival of whtto sottlors that the pctl of
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agricultural development was not reached until some 225 years had passed

that agriculture still remains an important sources of income on Cape Cod

although much of that income is derived from soils that have been exploited

for less than 100 years Ci cranberry bogs The situation with respect

to the exploitation of the forest resources of Cape Cod would appear to differ

from that in most of the other sections of this land only in the matter of time

It might be said that the exploitive process on Cape Cod has reached greater

maturity than in areas more recently settled

It may be further argued that the situation on Cape Cod is complicated by

the development of the summer industry that the rebuilding of her forest and

soil capital is no longer relevant issue since it has been overshadowed

by the economic importance of that industry

The summer industry on Cape Cod represents form of land use TI the

present study has done nothing else it has indicated the interrelationship and

interdependence of all forms of land use The problem refuses to divid9

itself into arbitrary spheres of influence and action The problems of the

summer industry are linked with those of forestry and agriculture not merely

because this industry is incapable of providing year-around employment to

certain peoples cC Cr- Cod hut bocause of tilt iirc iL.i1ty

face of forest conditions in the interior of preserving the subtle balance of

iJ2 tbc fcni.ndation of that industry

ioon incidental to

3-
11tj .LLJ..-J..L.t2 .i -..- cft.- ..._Aj

is the only reliable motive nrouriJ wld.cii any picgnni reeoutructiou of thct

resources can be built rrhe success of such program requires that the
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people of Cape Cod and her visitors be convinced of its immediate as well

as its f4ure benefits To date they have not been so convinced

The reason for this lack of conviction may not be due entirely to short

sightedness or to resistance to educational influences It seems quite

probable that present programs with respect to these lands may not be based

upon all of the realities of the situation Thus interpretation by conserva

tionists of the term forest land appears to have been very narrow in some

instances For example certain forest lands may be more properly suited

to non-forestry activities such as the systematic production of berries of one

kind or another

Formulation of sound program of land use requires groundwork of

broad yet intensive research including consultation with all groups whose

welfare is directly concerned Promotion of such program calls for an

educational effort which is sufficiently bold and imaginative to cut through

welter of social maladjustments aid trit1 it pco.sistont distractions

Support this rm requires the type of legislative action which can be

secured only through tho dotormiiic xjut cf iL st id wdil-inic.3

citizens

Theso ai the necessiti Lii tL .LLt To date thosc ftecossltlct

have not received adequate recognition Until they have received proper

recognition forest and soil destruction will remain constantly Increasing

source of irritation in the social and economic life of Cape Cod
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-- Figuro

Tho ability of pitch pu
to rocovor ncz sovoro fire
injury throu3h sproutinc Ic
one of tho not iitportant
reasons for poor fort in thf

species since Low stcnds or

Capo Cod havo oscapoct fire
injury Toan of Sandwichl
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cure
Old tiold pitch pine stsnd

CU argavoflyUcsme .- tiota thfn
unciorcovor of gracs The only
shrubs presont are occasional
bayberry Roland flickerson
State Park Brewster Mass
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Piguro

Public bathhouse on Coflo
PondMyles StandisTh State

Forest Wovm of fliouth Ma

Fittre
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Scrub oak-heath wato on high land.s near Viidgeon
PonA Myles Stancish forest Tov.n of Plymouth Mass
Planted td conifers about 19W foflow1n sevoro iro
Note large boujgors characturiatic of local moraines

eigures and
relic of the otilrzn3 mosophytc foroct ef the lowe

/3
O1OVUtiO ic ycflo brci rnupe pitctt pito arjc hully z.tznu .i 1ueaLot on an island in t3 cantor of

llçLlfvay Pond 2ovns.thip o.e lzouth Mass Surrounctinc country
14 froquontly buiiod wasto of scrub oak pitch pine
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